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iPhone development is still in its infancy. It has not attained maturity yet so many developers have
jumped into the iPhone development wagon and expect lots of benefits from the market. In this
market you will find many factors affecting the iPhone development and today we will take a brief
review of these factors in this article.

Look and Feel

Look and feel of any application is important for user acceptance of the application therefore it is
true for iPhone application or your iPhone development. If you expect greater user acceptance of
your iPhone application you should make it beautiful and appealing for wide range of folk. It is better
you take opinion of your applicationâ€™s look and feel by some unbiased people.

Usability

Your iPhone development should be useful to a wide audience. It should be useful in day to day
chores of the people. Your prospective users will download your iPhone application when only they
find it useful anyway so be careful to think over its usefulness. Besides this your application should
have good usability and you find everything easy to use in your application. Keep user interface
easy at usability point of view.

Navigation

Navigation of your iPhone development is an important factor which decides the acceptance of the
application by the people in the market. Everything should be handy and easy to reach with just few
taps of the finger. Your buttons should be large enough so when you push it with your finger then it
works properly. If you depict the products/services in your apps then put them in proper categories
and navigation system should be made such a way that you can easily access the products/services
with few taps of fingers.

Culture

Culture has vast impact on your iPhone development because you have to make an application
which is accepted by majority of the people belong to the different cultures. The language you use in
your application should have universal acceptance so you can get vast audience for your iPhone
development. The images you use in your application should be acceptable by your target audience
because some kind of images which are accepted in western culture is not accepted in eastern
culture so decide your target audience and put images accordingly. Same is true for color scheme
or choice of the color for instance red is consider dangerous color in most of the western culture
while it is symbol of celebration in Chines culture. Use of Video is also affected by cultural
differences so when you make a visual for your iPhone development keep your audience in your
mind and put elements accordingly. Same is true for people mentality, it is again found different in
different culture.

On the Go

Your iPhone development will use in various conditions because it is on the mobile so your users
will use it in the queue, in the bus or train, in outside or inside the home thus your design and color
scheme should be made such a way that in every condition users can use it.
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